CHAPTER - IX
INDUSTRY AND LABOUR
the - main industry of Ireland is agriculture, and its
preponderance is much more marked if the Free State
be considered apart from the six separated counties.
Seventy per cent, of the Free State's wealth comes from
this; were the estimate for all Ireland, the linen-
making and shipbuilding of Belfast and the other
industries which centre in Ulster would greatly alter
the proportion, though agricultural products would
still exceed all others in value.
About a million persons, that is to say about half
the working population, are reckoned as employed in.
agriculture;   about half of these again are actually
owners of farms.   The industry is, as a whole, in a
backward condition.   The Census of Production taken
in 1908 showed a production of £46 per head of the
agricultural workers against £113 for England and
Wales and £109 for Scotland.    But certain things
have to be taken into account.   First, as has been
already observed, farming in Britain is a business ;
in Ireland it is a hereditary occupation, carried on by
poor people, and it is still short of capital.    In England
farming is a partnership, the landlord lets farms:   in
Ireland he lets land, and in most cases up to 1870 he
let it on a yearly tenancy.   The position is thus
summed up in the Journal of the Irish Department of
Agriculture for November 1923: " The landlord pro-
vided the land.   The tenant erected the buildings and
made the improvements.   As soon as the tenant made
the farm, it became the property of the landlord/'
• That system was ended by the Land War of 1880, and
it has been replaced by a peasant proprietary:   but
they have not had time to accumulate wealth, and the
bad traditions of the old hand-to-mouth way of living
continue^   Also certain consequences of the old hap-
hazard division of land remain.   With the progress of
the revolution there has gone a reduction in the total
number of Irish farm holdings from 690,000 in 1841
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